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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the energy norm of the error of a conforming finite-element solution to 
an elliptic boundary value problem can be bounded by the distance from the exact solution 
to the approximation subspace of piecewise polynomials. This distance can be estimated by 
the difference between the exact solution and a suitable member from the subspace. Since the 
approximation subspaces are in general build from the polynomials defined over elements, the 
construction of the suitable approximation and its error estimate can be carried out over a single 
element. For various reasons, see e.g., [1,2], the construction process needs to fulfill the following 
three conditions. 
(i) Conformzty The union of the element approximations must be globally conforming. 
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(ii) Opt~mahty: The approximation error should be of the same order as the best approxima- 
tion error. 
(iii) Locality: The restrictlon of the approximation to vertices, edges, and faces of an element 
should be determined only by the restriction of the solution to the corresponding part of 
the element. 
For the h-version of the fimte-clement approximation, the approximation over each clement is 
typically constructed by the Lagrange interpolation. This procedure produces a global approxi- 
mation satisfying the above conditions for conformity and locality, and the error is also optimal 
with respect o the power of the element size. For the p-version approximation, due to the ad- 
ditional p factors involved in the inverse inequality, the order (with respect o the polynomial 
degree p used) of the piecewise Lagrange interpolation error is far from optimal. Optimal ap- 
proximations m the p-version are usually constructed by the projection of the solution onto the 
approximation subspaccs plus some modification on thc element interfaces There has been much 
work in this direction following the pioneering work of Babu~ka nd Suri [3]. In [3], the approx- 
imation is constructed for two-dimensional problems by using the HI-projection of the solution 
onto the polynomial space over each element and the modification is based on the HLprojectlon 
of the residue on element edges. Mufioz-Sola [4] extended this idea to three-dimensional problems, 
which resulted in an approximation satisfying the three conditions mentioned above. However, 
since the Hi-projection is used for the modification on element edges and faces, the solution to 
be approximated must be in the Sobolev space Hr(~) with r > 2. This regularity requirement 
is not always satisfied, for instance, for problems with corner or edge singularities. 
To relax the regularity restriction, Demkowicz [5] introduced the so-called pro3ection based 
interpolation. The idea is to add the He-projection of the residual on the element edges and the 
HU2+%projection of the residual on the element faces to the HLprojection of the solution on 
the element, where E is an arbitrary small positive number. The reason to use these projections 
is related to the trace theorem and the possibility of localizing boundary norms (the "locahzation 
theorem" in [5]). This procedure requires the solutions in Hr(~) with r > 3/2 only which, due to 
the Sobolev embedding theorem, is the weakest possible condition to have the locality condition 
satisfied The convergence rate for the defined approximation is just a factor p~ away from the 
opUmal one. 
The main difficulty encountered in constructing an e-free optimal approximation stems from 
two facts. First, the H1/2-norm of the error over the boundary OK of an element K cannot be 
split into the HU2-norms over its faces f, see [6] for a counter example. The second difficulty 
is associated with the "break-down" of the trace theorem. The trace mapping from H1/2(f) to 
L2(Of) is no longer bounded, refer to [7, Theorem 9.5, pp. 43]. 
The purpose of this article is to construct an e-free optimal approximation for all u C H r with 
r > 3/2. To overcome the difficulties mentioned above, two key observations are noted. First, it 
is possible to split the HU2(OK)-norm of a function in the polynomial subspaces, with a factor 
of order lnp. Second, it is also possible to bound the L2(Of)-norm by the HU2(f)-norm for 
polynomials, with a factor of order (lnp)U2. Indeed, these tools have been established in a recent 
study by Cao and Guo [8] on the preconditioning techniques for the boundary element method 
in three dimensions. 
With these tools at hand, we define the approximation on each element K, for any function 
u E Hr(K) with r > 3/2 by first taking the Hl(K)-projection of u, then adding to it the 
L2-projection of the residual on each edge e, and the H1/2-projection of the residual on each 
face f. This projection based interpolation procedure satisfies the conformity and locality. The 
convergence order is optimal with respect o the power of p, and the regularity requirement is 
the weakest. 
An alternative procedure for eliminating the e-terms, was outlined by Demkowicz and Buffa [2]. 
The idea utilizes the fact that the blow up constants m both localization and trace theorems arc 
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known in terms of e and, ultimately, the term O(e-~)p TM, with r, m > 0, can always be traded 
for term ln~p in the final estimate. Both presented techniques yield identical results. 
To simplify the presentation, we assume the partition of the solution domain is obtained with 
tetrahedral elements. Furthermore, since in the p-version of the finite-element method the par- 
tition is fixed, we may assume that each element K is shape regular and of diameter O(1). 
Throughout he paper, we use Tap(a~) to denote the subspace of polynomials of total degree _< p 
over one-, two-, or three-dimensional domain w. Tap°(W) represents the subspace of Pp(W) whose 
elements vanish at the boundary Ow. We use ps to denote the orthogonal projection from H ~ (w) 
to Tap(w), and Pj  is the projection onto Tap°(W). Co(w) will denote the space of continuous func- 
tions defined on one-, two-, ore three-dimensional domain a~, and vanishing on the boundary Ow. 
We use ri to represent the projection based interpolatmn In addition, we shall use c to represent 
a generic positive constant independent of both the polynomial degree p and and the function 
involved in the inequalities. 
2. BAS IC  LEMMAS 
We first define the projection based interpolation operator HK : H~(K) ~ 7)p(K). Let u C 
H~(K) with r > 3/2. HKU is determined by the following three steps 
Step (i). For each edge e of K, let ul be the linear interpolant of ul~ at the end points of e 
Let P0 ° be the L2-projection from L2(e) onto Tap°(e) = Tap(e) N Co(e) Define 
l"[e~t = U 1 + P0 0 (it -- ~ i ) .  
Clearly, 1-I,u is the best polynomial apprommatlon of u[, with respect o the L 2- 
norm, which coincides with u at 0e. Namely, 
- IL ll0: - v i i0 : ,  vv  • pp (e) satisfying v = u on 0e. (1) 
Step (il). For each face f of K, let u2 C Tap(f) be a polynomial extension from L2(Of) to 
H1/2(f) of the piecewise polynomials given by lieu on all edges of f .  The existence 
of such extensions is established in, e.g., [9,101. Let plo/2 be the H1/2-projection 
from H1/2(f) onto Tapo(f) = Tap(f) A Co(f). Define 
/91/2 (U -- U2). I lfu = u2 + ~ o 
Indeed, l-Ifu is the best polynomial approximation of ul: with respect o the H 1~2- 
norm, which coincides with u2 at 0f.  That is, 
l] u -- I~f'U'III/2,f ~ - Vlll/2,f, Vv e Tap (f) satisfying v = u2 on Of. (2) 
Step (iii). Finally, let u3 C Tap(K) be a polynomial extension from H1/2(OK) to H I (K )  of 
the piecewise polynomials given by Hfu on all faces of K, see, e.g., [4]. Let p1 be 
the Hi-projection from Hi(K) onto Tap°(K) = Tap(K) • Co(K). Define 
nK~ = ~3 + p1 (~ _ ~3)- 
IIKu is also the best polynomial approximation of u with respect o the Hi-norm 
which coincides with ua at OK 
Ilu - IIKulll, K <_ ][u -- V[]I,K, VV E PP (K) satisfying v = u3 on OK. (3) 
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It is obvious that the restrictions of I IKu to the vertices, edges, and faces are determined uniquely 
by u on the corresponding parts of the element. Thus, the interpolation procedure satisfies the 
conformity and locality conditions. This interpolation is also defined for any function in H~(K) 
with r > 3/2 This is the minimum requirement on u to admit the pointwise values at the vertices 
of K. 
REMARK 2.1. The described HLinterpolation procedure belongs to a more general family of H 1, 
H(curl),  and H(div) interpolation procedures studied in [2]. In order to enable commutativity 
properties of the interpolation operators, the projections in H 1/2 (f)  and H I(K) norms have to 
be replaced with projections in H1/2(f)  and Hi (K)  semmorms. Poincare's lemmas imply that 
both procedures admit identical error estimates, ee [2] for details. 
In order to derive the optimal error estimate for IIKU, we begin with several lemmas. First, 
we state a conclusion about 1-I~u. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I = [-1, 1] and s > 1/2 For any v E H~(I), there exlsts a sequence Vp C= ~2~p(I) 
satisfying vp(+l) = v(:t=l), such that 
IIv - vpll0,i - cp -s  Ilvll~,i, 
where c is independent of v and p. 
PROOF. Let PS be the orthogonal projection onto T)p with respect to the inner product for H~(I), 
see, e.g., [11]. Then, we have from Lemma 3.3 in [12] that for any # C [0, s] and for all v e H~(I), 
[I v - P%[I,,I <- cP "-~ Ilvlls,/• (4) 
Setting tL = 0 in the above inequality ields 
IIv - P%llo,i" < cp -s  Ilvll~,i, 
Since s > 1/2, we may also choose # with 1/2 < # < min(1, s) in (4). Then, it follows from the 
Sobolev embedding theorem that 
IIv - P%IIL~(Z) < c I1~ - P~vl l . ,z  <- cp ~'-~ IIvL,z • 
Now, let ¢o and ¢1 be the polynomials in "Pp([) of the least L2-norm and satisfying 
¢0(-1) = 1, ¢0(1) = 0, 
¢1(--1) = 0, ¢1(1) = 1. 
The explicit formula for ¢0 and ¢1 are given in Lemma 4 1 of [12]. It is shown there that 
¢2 2 
II II0,z = p(p+2) ,  ~=0,1  
We define 
vp = PSv + (v - P%)  (-1) ¢0 + (v - P%)  (1) ¢1. 
Then, clearly, we have vp e 7)p satisfying vp(=t=l) = v(=t=l). Furthermore, by noting that 1/2 < 
/~<I, 
IIv - Vpllo,¢ <- [iv - P%llo,± + II v - P%l lL - ( I )  (ll¢ollo,r + IlCpllo,z) 
--< ~P-~ IIvL,¢ + c ; " -~p -1 flvlls,x 
< cp -~ I I~L,I.  
From this 1emma, we conclude immediately that for any u E H*(e) with s > 1/2, 
I1~ - n~l lo ,~ <_ cp -~ I1~11~,~ • (5) 
Next, we list some results about the error estimates for higher-order approximations in two 
and three dimensions. 
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LEMMA 2 2. Let K be a tetrahedral element, and let f be one of its faces and e one of its edges. 
Then, 
(i) for any v E Hr( / ( )  with r > 1, there ex, sts a sequence Vp ~ 7)p(K), such that 
Itv - ~plI1,K <- cp -(~-~) II~'II~,K ; (6) 
(ii) for any v E H~(f), there exists a sequence Vp E ~p(f), such that 
IIv - ~ll~,s -< cp -(~-~) Ilvll~,s, 
I1~ - ~11o,~ -< cP -(t-(I/2)) II~ll~,s, 
for 0 < q < r, (7) 
1 
for r > ~, (8) 
The first conclusion is a generalization of Lemma 11 in [4] to nonmteger index r obtained by 
interpolation of spaces. A conclusion similar to (ii) has been established in Lemma 3.1 of [3] 
for quadrilateral elements and the polynomials of separate degree _< p. Note simply that 7)p(f) 
contains the subspace of polynomials of total degree __ [p/2], (ii) comes readily from applying 
Lemma 3.1 in [3] to the extension of u to a quadrilateral. 
Finally, we list two key lemmas used for overcoming the dlfficultms assocmted with the split-up 
of H1/2(OK)-norm and the breakdown of the trace theorem from HU2(f)  to L2(Of). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let OK = Uf~ be the boundary of an element K. There exists a positive constant c
depending only on the shape of K such that for any v E T)p(OK), 
] lvl iLa K ~ c lnp~-~ I lvl l l / i ,y . (9) 
PROOF. It is shown in Lemma 4.8 in [8] that if w is the union of a fixed number of triangles in 
R 2, i.e., w = UT,, then for any piecewlse continuous polynomial v on w, 
where c depends only on the shape of T~. This proof is readily extended to the case where w = OK 
is the union of triangles in R 3. 
This lemma can also be proved by using the following inequality, 
]lvIll/2+~,a~ <- ce-l (llvlI1/2+,,a~+ ltvllz/2+,,R~ ) , Vv E HU2 (R2) , 
where R~_, R 2 are upper and lower half planes, see proofs on pages 29-30 of [13] and in Lemma 9 
of [5]). Restricting v to be in 7)p(f) in the above inequality and using the inverse inequality, 
]1v111/2+~,/ <- cp -2~ ]lvl]l/2,f , (10) 
we get the desired conclusion (9) by choosing e = 1/ lnp,  compare the argument m [2]. I 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f be a face of K. There exists a positive constant c, independent ofp, such 
that, for all v E Pp(f) 
II~]lL~(os) < c( lnp)  1/2 II~ll~/~,s. (11) 
PROOF. See [8]. Again, an alternative reasoning can be offered by utilizing the inequality, 
IlvllL~(as) _< c~-l/21tvl11/2+~,s, 
(see e.g., [14, p. 100]), inverse estimate (10), and choice e = I / lap.  
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3. MAIN  CONCLUSION 
Let K be a tetrahedral element and let r > 3/2. The projection based interpo- 
IIK: H~(K) ~ Pp(K), 
admits the following estimates. 
(i) [[u- IIK~[10,~ ~ cP - (~-~)  II~[I~,K, (12) 
(ii) I1~- I IKul[1/2,f < c ( lnp)Z /2P- ( r - z )  II~ll~,g, (13) 
(iii) II u - r~gul l~,K <- c (in pDa/2 p-(~-l) Ilull~,K. (14) 
PROOF The first conclusion comes directly from (5) and the definition of HKU on e. Now, we 
show the second conclusion. Let p1/2u be the H1/2-projection of u onto T)v(f). Then, 
IlU -- HKU[[1/2, f <_ U -- P1/2u 1/2,f 
Note that r > 3/2. It follows from (8) that 
+ P1/2u-  IIKu 1/2,f (15) 
-- p1/2"8 1/2~f ~- cP-(r-1)[]~t[[r-1/2'f" 
To deal with the second term in (15), we denote by ( , ) i /2 , f  the inner product of H1/2(f). It 
follows from the definition of p1/2 on f,  
(pl/2u- u,v)l/2s = 0, vv 
and from the definition of HK on f ,  
( I lgu  -- u, V)l/2,S = (nKu -- us -- (u -- us ) ,  v) l /2 , f  
( ) =0,  VvET)p° ( f ) .  = P°I/~ (~ - ~)  - (~ - ~) '~  1/2,s 
The above two equations imply that 
Hence, we have, for any v E Pp(f) that coincides with Pl/2u - HKU on Of, 
P1 /2u-  IIKu < [Ivlll/2,f. 
Denote by E0 the extension operator from L2(Of) to Ht/2(f)  which maps pieeewise continuous 
polynomials on Of to a polynomial on f of the same degree. Such an operator exists and is shown 
to be bounded in [9], see also [10] for an explicit construction of E0. We have from the above 
inequality that 
1/2'f ~ E° ((pl/2"a)c~f-(I IK'tt)of) I/2,f p1 /2u-  IIKu 
c pl/2u - [IKu o,of " 
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Let zp E 79p(f) be the function given in Lemma 2.2(i) It follows from the triangle inequality 
that 
The first term in the right-hand side above can be bounded by using (8) as 
pi/2u - zp o,af <- c(lnp)l/2 pV2u-  zp 112,y 
<_ c(lnp) 1/2 [ u - p1/2u l/2,f ÷ [[U- ZpI]l/2,f 1 
<_ c (lnp)l/2p -(r-l) Ilu11~_~/2,¢ • 
For the second term in the right-hand side of (16), we have 
IIz~ - IXK~IIo,os -< II~ - z~llo,of ÷ ll~ - IXK~l lo ,a l ,  (17) 
where the first term can be bounded by cp -(r- l )  Ilull~-l/=,~, and the second term can be bounded 
by cp -(r- I)  [lu[l~,K using Conclusion (i). Combining these estimates, we conclude (ii). 
To establish Conclusion (iii), Let p1 : HI(K) ~ 7)p(K) be the orthogonal projection with 
respect o HLnorm. It follows from the definition of I Ig that 
II u - -  1-IKul]I,K I1 - PI III,  ÷ IIP  - n  lll,  
-< - P~I I1 ,K  + ~ 1[ P~ - 
( i s )  
where E1 is an extension operator from H1/2(OK) to HI(K) which maps Pp(OK) to Pp(K). 
Such an operator exists and is bounded, see Mufioz-Sola [4] By Lemma 2.3, the H~/2(OK)-norm 
in the right hand side above can be split as follows, 
Y 
f 
_< clnp - P1~]11/2,o~ + clnp ~ I1~ - nK~lll/%~ 
Y 
<_  lnp II - PI IIK ÷ c lnpE  [ lu-  nK lll/ ,s, 
Y 
(19) 
where we have used the trace theorem and the fact that 
E IIV[I1/2,f ~ C HfI]I/2,0K' 
f 
Vv ~ H 1/: (OK) . 
Putting (19) into (18), we have 
I]u -- IIKU[I1, K < clnp ][u -- plul[ K 4- clnP E ]lu - I-IKUl]l/2, f
Y 
The first term in the right-hand side above can be bounded by using (6), while the second terms 
can be bounded by using Conclusion (ii). This completes the proof of Conclusion (ii 0. 
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REMARK 3.1. An alternat ive proof of Es t imate  (iii) can again be offered by applying directly 
the argument  from [2]. Two details need a clarification. 
• The interpolat ion procedure has to be defined using e-free project ions,  i.e., the L2-projec- 
t ions over edges, and the H1/2-project ions over faces. 
• The contr ibut ion from the blow up constant in the trace theorem, 
IIvL, < cc- /:llvll /2+¢,s, vv  e H (f),  
in Theorem 4 of [2] is missing. The result should be restated as 
- < cc / p II II ,K. 
Here, e -1 comes from the localization argument for the H 1/~ norm and e -1/2 from the 
trace theorem above. Then, setting e -- 1 / lnp yields Estimate (iii). 
Both types of argumentation yield the zdentscal logarithmic term. 
REMARK 3.2. The conclusion of this theorem is also valid m the case where K is a nonsimplex 
element. Indeed, if the face f of K is a quadrilateral, then Lemma 2.2(i) holds too, and Lemma 2.4 
has been established for quadrilaterals in Lemma 5 of [6]. For Lemma 2.3, it is always possible 
to express OK as the union of triangles, thus, this lemma is still valid. The boundedness of the 
extension operators is established for quadrilaterals in [6] 
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